The following theorem about Borel's summability method B [6, p. 182; 10, p. 134] is well known.
Theorem A. If 2~2ak iS summable B and 0 <p <1, then f(z) can be continued analytically onto the disc \z-1/21 <l/2.
2~2<ik is called regularly (singularly) summable B if it is summable B and p>0 (p = 0). Using functional analytic concepts, we show in §3 that for each prescribed p (0<p<l) there exists a series 2^2ak which is regularly summable B and for which f(z) cannot be continued analytically beyond the boundary of the union of the discs \z\ <p and |z-1/21 <l/2.
Analogously we deal with the case of singular summability. In §4 it is pointed out that the method B is not equivalent with any row-finite matrix method. This is a consequence of the fact that the FZT-space of all series 2~2ak which are summable B is not a 5Z:-space. About FK-and BK-spaces cf. [10, p. 29] . Gaier [4] 
Continuing
Gaier's investigation of the method Bi, we see in §4 that also Bi, which is a row-infinite matrix method, is not equivalent with any row-finite matrix method.
In §5 we put the question whether there is, for Bi, a theorem in the direction of Theorem A. We get the result that if 2~2ak is summable Bi and 0<p<l then/(z) is regular in a certain disc containing the point z = p in its interior. The proof uses Gaier's main tool, a theorem In §6 we are concerned with gap theorems. First, it is shown how the regularity theorem of §5 yields a new proof of, and further insight into another theorem of Gaier of the BX-^B type. Second, an assertion of Erdös is proved by a method formerly used by the authors in the case of Taylor's method of summability.
Preliminaries.
We state the definitions of the methods B and Bi, together with other known facts needed afterwards.
(For references see §1.) We keep the notations of §1 and introduce some new ones.
The Borel method B connects with ^ak the transform b(x) = e~x Yu skx*/k\ = a0 + I e~'a(t)dt, there is now associated a function f(z) which is regular at least in D.
2l£23 implies B-2>***=/(«) for 0<z<l. The proof even shows that the set of those elements 21G 93 for which f(z) can be continued analytically beyond C is of the first category in 53. It follows that 93Ä is of the first, and 93s of the second category in 93.
The same method of proof yields Theorem 2. Given p0 (0<po<l) there is an element 21G93Ä with p=po and such that f(z) cannot be continued analytically beyond the boundary of the union of the discs \z\ <po and D. If a}t (7T2 + 1)I/2, p(a) has the smallest value (tr2 -7r2)1'2 (taken for sin a=ir/a); if a <(ir2 + l)112, there are values p(a) which are <1. Therefore (5.3) is certainly true if u>(a2 -ir2)1'2 in the first case, and always in the second case.
It follows now from (5.2) that the Laplace integral in (5.1) exists in the half-plane
Herewith Theorem 5 is proved. If crï: (7T2 + 1)1/2, the number c of Theorem 5 cannot be replaced by a bigger one, as can be seen by the following example. (Examples of this kind were used by Gaier [4] for similar purposes.) Let t^I. We define ^,ak by the equation
Then Yak is summable 73i (to the value 0) and we have
(\z\ <p).
We prescribe now for <r a value ^(7T2 + 1)1/2, which means that we have to take r = (a2 -ir2)112. f(z) has the singularities z = (r±iir)~~1, these points being the intersection points of \z\ =p and \z -c\ =c. (Observe that |z|=c and 3îz= (a2 -ir2)112 intersect in z = T + iir.) Therefore f(z) is regular in \z -c\ <c, and not in \z -d\ <d for d>c.
Using known geometric properties of the Borel summability polygon, we deduce from Theorem 5 immediately Theorem 6. 7/ ^,ak is regularly summable B\ and 0 <p^=(ir2 + l)~112, then ^,akzk is regularly summable B for 0^z<(a2 -ir2)~112 (a = p~1).
The remaining case (x2 + l)~1/2 <pi£ 1 of this theorem is settled by Theorem B; then ^2akzh is regularly summable B for O^z^l.
Theorem 6, together with Theorem A, yields back the case <rj^ (7r2 + l)1/2 of Theorem 5.
6. Gaps. ^ak is said to be a Fabry gap series if ak = 0 for k¥-km, where \km} is a sequence of integers, OSs¿o<&i< ■ ■ ■ , and km/m -» a) for 777-> oo . We show now that our method of proof in the Ta case, depending on a result of Eidelheit and Pólya, can be used to prove Erdös' theorem which runs as follows. Proof.
First of all, we observe that the sequence-to-sequence matrix method Bi, defined by the matrix (2.2), is equivalently given in series-to-sequence form by the matrix (bni), All we have still to do is, to show that ^ak is divergent. We assume that 2Z<Zi is convergent, i.e. that {sk} is convergent. Then we have for the entire function b(z) the estimate b(z) = 0(e21*1) for |z|->°°. By 
